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cademics and investors often
compute the performance of an
investment strategy or factor to
determine whether such strategy
or factor profits beyond what could be considered “luck.” By far the most commonly
used investment performance statistic is
the Sharpe ratio (SR), first introduced by
Sharpe (1966) and further studied by Sharpe
(1975, 1994). The probability distribution of
this statistic is well known under a variety
of assumptions (Lo 2002; Bailey and López
de Prado 2012). Using those distributions,
it is possible to derive the probability that
the observed SR exceeds a given threshold.
Under this framework, an investment strategy
with a low SR based on a long backtest or
track record may be preferred to an alternative strategy with a high SR computed on a
short backtest or track record. One problem
with this approach is that it does not account
for selection bias under multiple testing (SBuMT).
In 1933, Jerzy Neyman and Egon
Pearson developed the standard hypothesis test used in most scientific applications.
These authors did not consider the possibility of performing multiple tests on the
same dataset and selecting the most favorable outcome (the one that rejects the null
with the lowest false positive probability). At
that time, the absence of powerful computers
made SBuMT unlikely. Bonferroni (1935)
was among the first to recognize that the
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probability of obtaining a false positive would
increase as a test is repeated multiple times
over the same dataset. Ever since, statisticians
have taken the problem of multiple testing
seriously (Gelman and Locken 2013). In its
ethical guidelines,1 the American Statistical
Association warns that “failure to disclose the
full extent of tests and their results in such a
case would be highly misleading” (American
Statistical Association 1999).
Given this background, it is surprising
to find that practically all papers in empirical
finance fail to disclose the number of trials
involved in a discovery. Virtually every paper
reports a result as if it were the only trial
attempted. This is, of course, rarely the case,
and it is common for economists to conduct
millions of regressions or simulations before
finding a result striking enough to merit
publication (Sala-i-Martin 1997; Leinweber
2007). Researchers in other fields have taken
steps to control for and prevent SBuMT (e.g.,
visit www.alltrials.net, or see Szucs and Ioannidis 2017). Unlike physics, finance does not
have laboratories in which false claims can be
easily debunked based on independent tests:
All we count on are the same time series used
to overfit the backtest, and gathering out-ofsample evidence will take decades (López de
Prado 2017).
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Exhibit 1
Performance Statistics for the Index and the
Selected Strategy
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DISCLOSURE OF ALL TRIALS

TR

A very common misconception is that the problem
of SBuMT only affects historical simulations (backtesting). In fact, this problem encompasses any situation
in which we select one outcome without controlling
for the totality of alternative outcomes from which we
choose. For example, a hedge fund may want to hire a
portfolio manager with an SR of 2. To that purpose,
the fund may interview multiple candidates, not realizing that they should adjust the SR higher with every
additional interview. The fact that the SR is computed
on an actual track record does not mean that SBuMT
will not take place. We could interview a series of dartthrowing monkeys, and eventually we would find one
with an SR of 2.
There is nothing wrong with carrying out multiple tests. Researchers should perform multiple tests
and report the results of all trials; however, when the
extent of the tests carried out is hidden from journal
referees, readers, and investors, it is impossible for them
to assess whether a particular result is a false positive
(Bailey et al. 2014, 2017). For this reason, Harvey, Liu,
and Zhu (2016) concluded that “most claimed research
findings in financial economics are likely false.”
Yet, there is hope. SBuMT can be prevented and
corrected in financial economics. Nothing forbids financial researchers from joining the ranks of researchers
from other fields who control for SBuMT. Accordingly, the main goal and contribution of this article is
to provide a template for how the results from multiple
trials could be reported in financial publications. The
information regarding all trials could be disclosed in a
separate section or an appendix to a publication, while
the focus remains on explaining the selected finding.
Ideally, the author would report the performance of
a proposed investment strategy or factor adjusted for
SBuMT. In this particular article we apply the def lated
SR (DSR) method (Bailey and López de Prado 2014;
López de Prado and Lewis 2018) to control for the effects
of SBuMT, non-normality, and sample length. It is not
the goal of this article to present a financial discovery or
promote an investment strategy, even though the results
presented in this publication correspond to an actual
investment mandate.
In the following sections, we provide a template for
how authors and journals could expose to referees and
readers critical information concerning all trials involved
in a discovery.
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We have developed a market-neutral strategy that
invests in liquid high-grade corporate bonds denominated in US dollars. The investment universe is taken
from the history of constituents of the Markit iBoxx
IG USD index. At each point in time, the strategy may
invest in bonds included in the coetaneous index definition, so as to prevent survivorship bias and other forms
of information leakage. Although the target portfolio
aims at being market neutral, market frictions may prevent all intended trades from being executed. When that
happens, the residual risk is hedged with bond futures.
Exhibit 1 lists some statistics associated with the
selected strategy. As a reference, it also provides the same
information for the index, although results from a longonly index are not directly comparable to those of a
market-neutral strategy. Exhibit 2 shows a scatter plot
of index returns against strategy returns. The Appendix
provides a definition for each of these statistics.
Performance incorporates transaction costs and
slippage, based on real transaction cost information collected for this universe over the years. An SR of 2.0 is
generally considered high, because the probability of
observing that SR after a single trial is infinitesimal,
under the null hypothesis that the true SR is zero
(see Bailey and López de Prado 2012 for the estimation
of such probability).
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Exhibit 2

Exhibit 3

Scatter Plot of iBoxx IG Returns (x-axis) against
Strategy Returns (y-axis)

Heatmap of the Correlation Matrix of the Returns
of All 6,385 Trials
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Other specifics about the strategy, such as the
underlying principle exploited or predictive features,
belong to a different discussion. As explained earlier, our
key concern is to provide a template for reporting the
information from all trials conducted so that journal referees and investors may evaluate the probability that the
discovered strategy is a false positive as a result of SBuMT.
Unlike the practical totality of publications in
finance, we begin by acknowledging that the results
presented in Exhibits 1 and 2 are not the outcome of a
single trial. Because more than one trial took place, the
reader must assume that this result is the best out of many
alternative ones, and therefore SBuMT is present. By
disclosing the information associated with those alternative outcomes, we allow referees and investors to adjust
for the inf lationary effect of SBuMT.
Exhibit 3 plots the heatmap of return correlations
among the 6,385 trials that have taken place before the
selection of this investment strategy. This set of trials
satisfies the following properties:
• Complete
° The set includes every backtest computed by
any of the authors for this or similar investment
mandates.
° Researchers do not have the ability to delete
trials, and they are not allowed to backtest
outside the official research platform.
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• Coerced
° Researchers do not choose what to log or
present. Terabytes of intermediate research
metadata are automatically recorded and curated
by research surveillance systems.

• Untainted
° Every batch of backtests must be preapproved by
the research committee to prevent that externally
preselected trials contaminate the internal trials.

External trials are those that have been executed
by other authors, outside the control of our research
framework. They may have been preselected; hence,
they are likely to be biased. To reduce the likelihood
of external trials, ideally the research committee may
require that trials be justified by a priori economic or
mathematical theories (e.g., arbitrage-free pricing equations) rather than a posteriori empirical theories (e.g.,
conjectures based on empirical studies).
As is customary in machine learning applications,
the main diagonal crosses the Cartesian product from
the bottom left to the top right. A light color indicates that the correlation between the returns of two
trials was high. The predominance of light colors suggests that the number of uncorrelated trials may be
relatively low.
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Quality of Clusters (y-axis) for a Varying Number of
Clusters (x-axis, in logarithmic scale)



CLUSTER STATISTICS



Following López de Prado and Lewis (2018), we
have computed one return series for each cluster; each
cluster’s composition was determined in the previous
section. Forming one time series per cluster further
reduces the bias caused by selecting outliers: We do
not evaluate the strategy based on a single (potentially
“lucky”) trial, but based on a large collection of similar
trials. In particular, we compute each cluster’s returns
applying the minimum variance allocation so that highly
volatile trials do not dominate the returns time series.
Otherwise, a single volatile trial might bias the time
series of returns that characterize the entire cluster.
Exhibit 6 reports the statistics computed on the clusters’ returns series.
For each cluster, we report the following information: (1) Strat Count is the number of trials included
in a cluster; (2) aSR is the annualized SR; (3) SR is the
nonannualized SR (computed on the same sampling frequency of the original observations; in this case, daily);
(4) Skew is the skewness of the returns (in the original
frequency); (5) Kurt is the kurtosis of the returns (in the
original frequency); (6) T is the number of observations
in the returns series; (7) StartDt is the date of the first
observation in the returns series; (8) EndDt is the date of
the last observation in the returns series; (9) Freq is the
average number of observations per year, used to annualize the SR; (10) sqrt(V[SR_k]) is the standard deviation
of the SRs across clusters, expressed in the frequency of
the cluster; (11) E[max SR_k] is the expected maximum
SR, derived from the false strategy theorem; and (12)
DSR is the def lated SR—that is, the probability that
the true SR exceeds zero after controlling for SBuMT.
For the cluster that contains the selected strategy, we
have highlighted the SR and E[max SR_k] so that the
reader can appreciate the inf lationary effect caused by
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One explanation for the low number of clusters is
that the researchers tried only strategy configurations
that had a rigorous theoretical foundation, derived from
mathematical bond pricing equations. The search region
was narrowly constrained by predefined mathematical
theories. The number of clusters would have been much
larger, perhaps in the hundreds, if researchers had tried
less mathematical (more arbitrary) configurations.
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To assess whether the strategy reported in Exhibit 1
is a false investment strategy, we need to discount the
inf lationary effect caused by all the trials displayed in
Exhibit 3. The first step is to determine the number of
effectively uncorrelated clusters of trials.
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In this section, we apply the optimal number of clusters
(ONC) algorithm introduced by López de Prado and
Lewis (2018) to the correlation matrix plotted in Exhibit 3.
Exhibit 4 plots the measure of the quality of clusters qk
that results from producing k clusters, where k = 2, …,
6385. The quality of the clusters seems to collapse beyond
k = 1,000. The higher quality levels are observed for k
< 10, with the maximum reached by k = 4.
Exhibit 5 shows the clustered correlation
matrices derived for k ≤ 10. A visual inspection of
these heatmaps seems to confirm that the best clustering is achieved by k = 4. For instance, the heatmaps
for k ≥ 5 show multiple large, off-diagonal blocks
of highly correlated trials. These off-diagonal blocks
appear when very similar trials belong to different
(and nonconsecutive) clusters, indicating that the correlation matrix has been overclustered. In contrast,
no such off-diagonal blocks can be appreciated in the
heatmap for k = 4.
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Exhibit 5

Heatmap of the Clustered Correlation Matrix for k = 2, …, 10
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Exhibit 5

(continued)

Heatmap of the Clustered Correlation Matrix for k = 2, …, 10
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multiple testing. Also highlighted is DSR, which corrects for the aforementioned inf lation.
Cluster 2 of Exhibit 6 contains the strategy reported
in Exhibit 1. The aSR for Cluster 2 is 2.0275, in line
with the aSR reported in Exhibit 1. The nonannualized SR is 0.1255, which is consistent with the aSR
(2.0275 ≈ 0.1255 261.1159 ). Given the number of clusters, and the variance of the cluster SRs, the expected
maximum SR (nonannualized) is 0.027, which is significantly lower than 0.1255. Consequently, the DSR is
very close to 1. Hence, the probability that the selected
strategy is a false positive is virtually zero.



ROBUSTNESS OF THE FINDING

Even though the empirical evidence strongly indicates that k = 4 is the optimal clustering, we choose to
provide full results for all k = 2, …, 10. In this way,
referees and readers can evaluate the robustness of the
conclusions under alternative scenarios, as unlikely as
those scenarios might be. Exhibit 7 displays the cluster
statistics for k = 2,3,5, …, 10, in the same format we previously used for k = 4. For each clustering, we have highlighted the cluster that contains the strategy reported in
Exhibit 1.
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Exhibit 6

Statistics Computed on Clusters’ Returns (k = 4, q = 2.7218)
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Note: Results for the cluster containing the chosen strategy are shaded.

trials involved in those discoveries, financial economics
would be able to overcome this crisis and reassert its
credibility.
In particular, authors could (1) add to every publication an appendix explaining why the purported
discovery is not a false positive caused by SBuMT;
(2) certify that they have logged and recorded all
the trials that took place during their research; and
(3) provide to journal referees the outcomes from all
trials. Journals could publish the outcomes from all trials
in their websites so that researchers can evaluate the
totality of the evidence, not only the trials handpicked
by the authors or referees.
Journals could demand that authors (1) disclose
all trials; (2) report the extent to which their findings
are affected by SBuMT; and (3) evaluate the robustness
of their findings to alternative scenarios of SBuMT, as
shown in this article.
Financial firms could (1) avoid the practice of
optimizing backtests (i.e., picking the winners while
ignoring the losers); (2) implement research surveillance
frameworks that record, store, and curate every single
research trial that takes place within the organization;
and (3) estimate the probability of a false positive, objectively controlling for SBuMT.
We believe that adopting these or similar controls
for SBuMT would significantly improve the quality of
financial journals.
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Results are robust and consistent across all the
studied clusterings. The lowest DSR takes place when
k = 10, where DSR = 0.9995. This DSR level is well
above the common confidence levels of 0.95 or 0.975
used in most publications. In any event, this DSR corresponds to a very unlikely scenario, given the relatively
low quality of the k = 10 clustering, compared to the
quality achieved by the k = 4 clustering. Under these
circumstances, we conclude that the strategy underlying
these performance results is unlikely to be a false positive
caused by SBuMT.
The reader should not infer from this analysis that
the strategy will never lose money. All investments
involve risk, even those with an SR that almost certainly
is positive (see Exhibit 6). The purpose of this analysis
was to determine whether the strategy appears to be
profitable because of the inf lationary effects of SBuMT.
Even though the strategy is unlikely to be a false positive,
no risky investment can guarantee a positive outcome.
IMPLICATIONS FOR AUTHORS, JOURNALS,
AND FINANCIAL FIRMS

The research crisis that aff licts financial economics
is not unsolvable. In this article we have presented a
template of how this problem can be addressed in practical terms. If the publication of future discoveries could
be accompanied with information regarding all the

Winter 2019
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Exhibit 7
Statistics Computed on Clusters’ Returns
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Exhibit 7

(continued)

Statistics Computed on Clusters’ Returns
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Exhibit 7

(continued)

Statistics Computed on Clusters’ Returns
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Note: Results for the cluster containing the chosen strategy are shaded.
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Appendix

PERFORMANCE STATISTICS
aRoR (Total)
Total return obtained by annualizing the geometrically
linked total daily returns. This includes returns due to income
from coupons, clean price changes, and financing.

Avg AUM (1E6)
Average of the daily assets under management of the
long portfolio, expressed in millions of US dollars.

Avg Gini
Average of the daily Gini coeff icients. The daily
Gini coeff icient is the ratio (1) and (2), where (1) is the
area between the Lorenz curve and the line of equality
and (2) is the area under the line of equality. The input is
the vector of allocations (w) for the ISINs in the index at
that moment.
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Drawdown (95%)

def getGiniCoeff(w):
w=w/w.sum()
N=len(w)
Ideal=(N+1)/2.
lorenz=np.sum(np.cumsum(np.sort(w)))
return (ideal-lorenz)/ideal

The 95th percentile across all drawdowns. Drawdowns
are computed using the following function.

δt

ω t ,nδ t ,n

k =0
n

k =0

ω t ,n

Avg Default Prob

D

An. Sharpe Ratio

FO

R

Annualized Sharpe ratio computed from daily total
returns.

T

Annualized turnover measures the ratio of the average
dollar amount traded per year to the average annual assets
under management.

N
O

Effective Number

The effective number of positions in the portfolio, controlling for concentration of allocations. For a detailed explanation, see López de Prado (2018), Chapter 18, Section 18.7.
def getEff Num(w):
w=w.replace(0,np.nan)
return np.exp(-(w*np.log(w)).sum())

Correl to Ix
Correlation of daily returns relative to the index.
Winter 2019

Time Underwater (95%)

IS

Average of the daily weighted average default probabilities of long positions. Weights are derived from market
value allocations. A default on a short position is favorable;
hence, only long positions are included in the calculation.

Turnover
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TR
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Average of the daily weighted average durations of the
portfolio (includes long, short, and futures positions), where
the weights are derived from market value allocations. The
daily weighted average duration dt is computed as

TI

Avg Duration

def computeDD_TuW(series,dollars=False):
df0=series.to_frame(‘pnl’)
df0[‘hwm’]=series.expanding().max()
df1=df0.groupby(‘hwm’).min().reset_index()
df1.columns=[‘hwm’,’min’]
df1.index=df0[‘hwm’].drop_duplicates \
(keep=‘first’).index # time of hwm
df1=df1[df1[‘hwm’]>df1[‘min’]]
if dollars:dd=df1[‘hwm’]-df1[‘min’]
else:dd=1-df1[‘min’]/df1[‘hwm’]
tuw=((df1.index[1:]-df1.index[:-1])/ \
np.timedelta64(1,‘Y’)).values # in years
tuw=pd.Series(tuw,index=df1.index[:-1])
return dd,tuw

The 95th percentile across all time underwater. The
series of time underwater is computed using the above
function.

Leverage
Average of the daily leverage. Daily leverage is defined
as the ratio between the market value of the long positions
and the assets under management.
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